Abstract We argue that the κ-deformation is related to a factorization of a Lie group, therefore an approproate version of κ-Poincaré does exist on the C * -algebraic level. The explict form of this factorization is computed that leads to an "action" of the Lorentz group (with space reflections) considered in Doubly Special Relativity theory.
Introduction
In recent years there has been some interest in relativistic theories with two invariants: the speed of light c and the invariant length λ, usually identified more or less with the Planck length. These are "Doubly Special Relativity" (DSR) theories. I do not feel competent enough to discuss quantum gravity arguments and experimental data in favour or against DSR and refer to [1, 2] and references therein for an overview of the subject. The first example of a DSR theory was proposed by G. Amelino-Camelia in [3, 4] and now is usually called DSR1 theory. The main features of the DSR1 is a modified relation between energy and momentum cosh(λE) − λ 2 2 p 2 e λE = cosh(λm) (1) and a non linear action of the Lorentz group on the "momentum space" (E, p) that preserves this relation.
On the other hand the relation (1) had been known long before DSR1 framework appeared, namely as an expression for the Casimir in the κ-Poincaré algebra [5, 6] . There are different views on the issue whether "DSR1 framework" and "κ-Poincaré framework" are equivalent, and what is the physical content of the DSR1 theory. I will not discuss them here and simply adopt the position that some version of κ-Poincaré is necessary for DSR1. The question is "What is a κ-Poincaré framework ?" The analysis that follows contains mostly known facts nevertheless it also tries to clarify some points. It is intensionally informal but most of statements can be made precise and rigorous using the language of C * -algebras and methods presented in [7, 8] .
Consider an algebra generated by symbols (N i , M j , P µ ) i, j = 1, 2, 3, µ = 0, 1, 2, 3 and relations: (λ = 1/κ and we use the so called "bicrossproduct basis") (2) [N k , P l ] = i λ δ kl 2 1 − exp(−2λP 0 ) + λ 2 P 2 − λ 2 P k P l Now one observes that except the last relation these are exactly the relations in the Lie algebra of the Poincaré group, so it is natural to interpret M i as generators of rotations, N i as infinitesimal boosts and P µ as momenta. Then the last relation defines some "strange" (or deformed) action of boosts on momenta.
But due to the presence of the exponential function in the last relation they must be interpreted as relations in an algebra of formal power series in λ and then, strictly speaking, we are not allowed to assign any numerical value to λ. If we want to fix λ we have to equip the algebra with a topology and interpret the exponential function as a convergent power series. If λ is a number (not equal 0) then we can remove it completely from relations by defining Y µ := λP µ , moreover from [N k , P 0 ] = iP k , it follows that [N k , e −Y 0 ] = −i e −Y 0 Y k , and defining S := exp(−Y 0 ) we can rewrite the relations (2) as:
The relation (1) now reads:
Now one can try to obtain concrete realization of these relations e.g. by operators on Hilbert space and ask if, and in what sense, they generate some topological algebra. Since momenta commute and relations among (generators of ) boosts and rotations are undeformed, it is natural to try to represent momenta as functions and infinitesimal boosts and rotations as differential operators on the space of momenta. One can also ask whether this infinitesimal action can be integrated to the action of the Lorentz group. And indeed this is possible as was shown in [9] . We obtain the same result using different approach in section 3.
Having that done, we get an action of the proper, ortochronous, Lorentz group L 0 on the subset of R 4 :Ṽ + := {(s, y) ∈ R + × R 3 : s + |y| ≤ 1} (a "cone"). Orbits are hyperboloids defined by (4) for µ ∈ [1, ∞]. Since rotations act linearly (and only on Y ′ s) and the orbit structure is exactly as for the standard linear action of L 0 on V + := {(E, P ) ∈ R 4 : E 2 − P 2 ≥ 0, E ≥ 0} one may suspect that this is in fact the same action written in some strange coordinates. These coordinates were explicitly found in [10] . By straightforward but rather tedious calculation one verifies that the mapping:
is a homeomorphism that intertwines these two actions. The conclusion is (putting aside some topological subtleties) that one obtains the realization of relations defining κ-Poincaré algebra by the crossed product of the algebra of functions on V + by the standard action of L 0 . Let us denote this algebra by A + .
After this discovery there were claims that DSR1 is nothing but the standard special relativity [11, 12] written in nonlinear coordinates on momentum space. At this point the issue of a coproduct appears as a crucial one. The original aim of inventors of κ-Poincaré was to present a deformation of the enveloping algebra of the Poincaré group with its full structure of a Hopf algebra. Therefore the relations (2) are suplemented with the following formulae for a coproduct and an antipode:
Or using generators (3):
Now the standard action of L 0 on V + is just the restriction of the standard action on R 4 . Since this action is linear, one can form the semidirect product (this is of course the Poincaré group) in which R 4 and L 0 sit as closed subgroups. Inside the Poincaré group we have V + L 0 = L 0 V + , and any element in the set g ∈ V + L 0 has unique decompositions g = vl =lṽ , v,ṽ ∈ V + , l,l ∈ L 0 . Since V + is a semigroup in R 4 , one can define a comultiplication on A + [8] . Moreover because R 4 is a normal and abelian subgroup this comultiplication is symmetric. Restricted to functions on V + this coproduct is the one that is defined by a semigroup structure and the group algebra of L 0 is contained as a Hopf subalgebra of (A + , ∆). The conclusion is that relations (2) are compatible with a symmetric coproduct as it was observed in [12] . But since V + is only a semigroup A + is not a Hopf algebra. To have an antipode we have to add also functions on V − := {(E, P ) ∈ R 4 : E 2 − P 2 ≥ 0, E ≤ 0}, but since V − and V + generate (as a group) R 4
we would obtain the crossed product algebra of functions on R 4 by the action of L 0 . But the problem is that the action of L 0 defined onṼ + cannot be extended to any larger set. Let's try to perform the similar analysis for the coproduct given by (8) . Firstly, one observes that (S, Y k ) commute and the coproduct is as for the algebra of functions on the group B := {(y, s) ∈ R 3 ×R + } with the group structure: (y, s)(y 1 , s 1 ) = (y + sy 1 , ss 1 ). Secondly, it is known that the κ -deformation is formally a quantization of a certain Lie-Poisson structure on the Poincaré group P (4) which, in turn, is defined by a decomposition of the Lie algebra so(1, 4) = b ⊕ so(1, 3) (direct sum of vector spaces), where b is exactly the Lie algebra of B [15] . Now, B and L 0 = SO 0 (1, 3) sit inside SO 0 (1, 4) and we can ask whether there is a similar decomposition on a group level. The answer is "no, but. . . ". Namely, it was shown in [15] that one can take a non connected extension A ⊂ SO 0 (1, 4) of L 0 such that the set of decomposable elements BA ∩ AB is open, dense and has a full measure in SO 0 (1, 4) . In this situation by the general construction of [16] one obtains a pair of quantum groups out of this data. Therefore the appropriate version of κ-Poincaré does exist in the C * -algebraic setting.
Let us now describe what should be "the appropriate version" and the results obtained in this paper. Since the κ-Poincaré can be defined in any dimension and computations are not more complicated we will do everything in this slightly more general setup.
Let B := {(s, y) ∈ R + × R n }. This is a group with a product (s 1 , y 1 )(s 2 , y 2 ) := (s 1 s 2 , s 2 y 1 + y 2 ). We embed B into SO 0 (1, n + 1) by (one easily checks that this mapping is a group isomorphism):
Note that B is exactly the AN group that appears in the Iwasawa decomposition: SO 0 (1, n + 1) = SO(n + 1)AN . Let A be a non-connected extension of L 0 = SO 0 (1, n) inside SO 0 (1, n + 1) defined by:
To the decomposition of the Lie algebra so(1, n + 1) = b ⊕ so(1, n) corresponds a local decomposition on the level of Lie groups, SO 0 (1, n + 1), B and SO 0 (1, n), but it is known that this decomposition is truly local and the complement of the set of decomposable elements has non empty interior [6, 15] . Yet, if we consider groups B and A then the set AB ∩ BA is open and dense in SO 0 (1, n + 1) and has a full measure [15] . The groups A and B can also be defined in a more invariant way. Let (V, η) = (R n+2 , η) , η = diag(1, −1, . . . , −1) be n + 2 dimensional Minkowski space. Choose v ∈ V η(v, v) = 1 and let W be the orthogonal complement of v. Choose w ∈ W , η(w, w) = −1 and let U be the orthogonal complement of w in W . Now A and B can be defined as:
Before I summarize the main results I want to make a comment on the variables (s, y). Variables (s, y) are related to the standard DSR1 "energy-momentum" (E, p) by λE = − log s , λp = y. As I mentioned, if we treat λ as a fixed parameter, nothing depends on λ, so it is better not to use it at all; "physically" that means we measure energy and momentum in units of λ. It is also not obvious that (E, p) are really energy and momentum (and probably they are not).
In section 2 we explicitly describe the set of decomposable elements AB ∩ BA ⊂ SO 0 (1, n + 1) and corresponding projections onto A and B.
In section 3 we clarify what we mean by the "action" of A on B, compute its orbits and isotropy subgroups. The orbit structure is almost exactly as in the classical situation: "particles, antiparticles, photons and tachions" (and one additional orbit without a classical counterpart). It turns out that the neutral element of B (i.e. point (s, y) = (1, 0)) is a fixed point for this "action" and derivative is just the standard action of the (restricted) Lorentz group on R 4 . But, as it was mentioned earlier, this "action" does not define an action of SO 0 (1, n) on any neighbourhood of the neutral element of B, in particular on every "antiparticle or tachionic" orbit there are points "sent to infinity". (It was already known to the authors of [6] that so(1, n) acts on B by non complete vector fields). This problem appeared also in [17] in the name of "the problem of sign of κ." On the other hand the "action" restricts to a true action on the subset of B given by {(s, y) ∈ B : s + |y| ≤ 1}. This set is considered as the "momentum space" in DSR1.
Section 4 is devoted to an extension of the "action". The manifoldB is constructed, that contains B as an open and dense set and carries a true action of group A. All singularities disappear. There is a price, however,B is no longer a group, it is not simply connected and in odd spacial dimension (e.g. n = 3) non orientable.B can be equipped with an A-invariant lorentzian metric, and locally is de Sitter space. This is covered in section 5.
Setup
Let B be the subgroup of a proper Lorentz group SO 0 (1, n + 1) ( i.e. connected component of the identity in SO(1, n + 1) ) defined by (10) and A the subgroup defined by (11) .
If n is odd (e.g. in dimension 1 + 3) one can replace the subgroup {
.e. one can parametrize A by:
It is clear that A is isomorphic to the orthochronous Lorentz group.
As it was shown in [15] the set Γ := AB ∩ BA is open and dense in SO 0 (1, n + 1) and has a full measure. Any element γ ∈ Γ can be written in the unique way as
The next lemma describes the set Γ explicitly.
Lemma 2.1 1. The set Γ can be identified with the following subset of R m :
where α is defined by:
2. Γ has four connected components, they are defined by
Remark 2.2
The function α has a geometric meaning, it is related to various modular functions defined on the set AB ∩ BA. In notation of [8] α n = Q.
Proof: 1. We parameterize SO 0 (1, n) by:
This is the standard lorentz = boost × rotation but because of computational reasons we use z instead of velocity v. They are related by:
In this way we obtain a parameterization of BA:
Now it is clear that (s, y; z, U, d) ∈ Γ if and only if there exist (s,ỹ;z,Ũ ,d) such that the following equation is satisfied:
1 sỹ
This equation can be solved (see Appendix) and it turns out that the condition α(s, y; z, U, d) = 0 is necessary and sufficient for existence of solution.
2. It is clear that Γ has at least four connected components. So we have to show that each Γ ab is connected.
• Γ ++ = {(s, y; z, U, 1) : α > 0}. Of course we can put U = I. For fixed z = 0 the set {(s, y) : α(s, y; z, I, 1) > 0} is the exterior of the cone |y − z |z| 2 | = s, so it is connected (for n > 1). Moreover (1, 0) is in this set. Thus Γ ++ is connected.
• Γ −+ = {(s, y; z, U, 1) : α < 0}. Again we can assume that U = I. Now, for fixed z we have interior of the cone, so connected set. For any two z 1 , z 2 these cones have non empty intersection.
• In the same way one proves that the sets Γ +− = {(s, y; z, U, −1) : |y − z| > s} and Γ −− = {(s, y; z, U, −1) : |y − z| < s} are connected.
Solution of the equation (12) gives us the explicit form of the mappings
and a L (s, y; z, U, d) =: (z,Ũ ,d) = (z,Ũ , sgn(α)) where (z,Ũ ) are given by:
For (s, y; z, U, d) ∈ Γ +− : (i.e. α > 0 , d = −1):
And the right projection on B: b R (s, y; z, U, d) =: (s,ỹ) where (s,ỹ) are given by:
In what follows we will write z for (z, I, 1) ∈ A, U for (0, U, 1) ∈ A and J for (0, I, −1) ∈ A. We define
we will also omit U in arguments of α; 3 "Action" of A on B.
In this section we decribe in what sense A "acts" on B and find orbits of this "action". The groups A, B and G := SO 0 (1, n) satisfy the assumptions of the following lemma: 
Then:
1. For every a ∈ A the mapping φ a is a diffeomorphism from D a onto D a −1 , and Later on we will need the derivatives of mappings φ a .
Lemma 3.2 i)
In the expression below α = α(s, y; z, 1) and
ii) In the expression below α = α(s, y; 0, −1) and
Proof: Computations.
Notice that φ ′ z (1, 0) is a matrix of an ordinary boost and φ ′ J (1, 0) =
Now we check that we really have obtained the realization of the commutation relations (3). Let {Λ αβ , α < β , α, β = 0, . . . , n} be the standard basis of the Lie algebra so(1, n). Define the vector fields
By the definition they satisfy commutation relations for so(1, n). The explicit form of these vector fields isÑ
Finally, let N k := −iÑ k , M kl := −iM kl , S be a multiplication by s and Y k multiplication by y k (all operators act on C ∞ (B)). Straightforward computations show that these operators satisfy (appropriately generalized to higher dimension) relations (3).
As for a true action, the relation
} is an equivalence relation and B is a disjoint union of orbits. Let us define the following subsets of B (see the picture):
Lemma 3.3
Proof: Direct computations. Let µ be the function:
Straightforward computations show that:
Now we can describe the orbits of our "action".
Proposition 3.4
1. There are the following orbits of the "action" of A on B:
2. There are the following orbits of the "action" of A + (= SO 0 (1, n)) on B: 
Proof:
We start by proving (3). Let a = (z, U, 1) ∈ A + . For s + |y| ≤ 1 we have s 2 ≤ (1 − |y|) 2 and
i.e. this set is contained in D a . By the lemma 3.1 the image of this set is also contained in the domain of every φ a . On the other hand, if s + |y| > 1, y = 0, it is easy to check that the point (s, y) is not in the domain of φ z for z := 
Remark 3.5 This is the set considered in DSR1 as the momentum space with the action of the (proper) Lorentz group.

Now we will prove points (1) and (2). First observe that by (22):
(1a) and (2a): Using the formulae defining "action" one immediately checks that (1, 0) ∈ D a for any a ∈ A, and (1, 0) is a fixed point of φ a .
Next lemma describes the "action" of boosts. 
Now we compute the isotropy groups. Let G x be the isotropy group of x in A and G + x := G x ∩ A + be the isotropy group in A + . Of course the isomorphism class of G x depends only on A-orbit of x. From the previous proposition and the fact that for a ∈ A + JaJ ∈ A + it follows that also isomorphism class of G + x depends only on A-orbit of x, i.e. only on |µ|. In the following proposition G µ and G + µ denote corresponding abstract groups and, for a ∈ A and x ∈ R n+1 , ax denotes the standard action of A on Minkowski space (R n+1 , η).
Proposition 3.7
There are the following isotropy groups a) for |µ| > 1:
Proof: a) It is enough to compute the isotropy of (s, 0), s < 1, this is straightforward. Here x := s 0 ;
b) It is enough to compute the isotropy of ( Using the interpretation of coordinates (s, y) in the region BIV adopted in DSR1 (i.e. E = − log s , p = y) one may call orbits H + µ , µ ≥ 1 "particle" orbits. (µ = 1 corresponds to photons). Lemmas 3.6, 3.7 suggest that we should call H − µ ∪ H −µ , µ > 1 "antiparticle" orbit and H µ ∪ H −µ , 0 ≤ µ < 1 "tachion" orbit. But for these orbits the action of some boosts is not defined and they are disconnected. In the next section we show the way to remove this inconvenience and we will get the orbits (almost) exactly as in the classical situation.
Extension of the "action"
The manifold B will be extended to a new manifoldB. B is open and dense inB and A acts smoothly onB.
On the set R × S n−1 let us define the equivalence relation: (µ, x) ∼ (−µ, −x) and let W := (R × S n−1 )/ ∼. DefineB := B ∪ W , and for (z, U, d) ∈ A the mapping φ(z, U, d) :B −→B by the formulae: φ(z, U, 1) :
for α := α(s, y; z, 1) = 0
[(µ(s, y) ,
By straightforward but rather tedious computations one proves:
Now we are going to equipB with a structure of a smooth manifold and to prove that the action is smooth. Let O 0 := B, ϕ 0 := id and for k = 1, 2, . . . , n let O k := {(σ, ξ) ∈ R × R n : ξ k > 0 , 1 2 < |ξ| < 2}, and ϕ k : O k −→B be defined as:
This is clear from the definition of ϕ k ; 3) Let l, k > 0. By direct calculation one obtains:
So the domain of ϕ
on the domainŨ l ∩ B and these mappings are smooth.
In this way we have defined the structure of a C ∞ -manifold onB such that B is open and dense inB and we can state the main result of this section: 
Since Y is smooth one can find some neighbourhood of (s 0 , y 0 , z 0 , U 0 ) such that sgn(Y k ) = ǫ and |Y | > δ > 0. Because α(s 0 , y 0 , z 0 , U 0 ) = 0 it follows that the image of some neighbourhood of (s 0 , y 0 , z 0 , U 0 ) by Φ is contained inÕ k . Using the definition of ϕ 
. We need the expression for α(s, y; z, d) in these coordinates. Using definition of α and ϕ k we get:
where Γ := σ 2 (1 − |ξ|) 2 + 2|ξ| − 1 and |ξ| = 1. Notice that L is a smooth function. Using the definition of the action we obtain:
where
is a smooth function. Since for |ξ| = 1 , L(σ, ξ, z, 1) =
, the action can be written as:
we can find neighbourhood of this point with L = 0 on it. Then the image of this neighbourhood by the action is contained in B and the action is:
We are going to show that the image of some neighbourhood of (σ 0 , ξ 0 , z 0 , U 0 , 1) by the action is contained inÕ l . Firstly, there exists a neighbourhood of (σ 0 , ξ 0 , z 0 , U 0 ) such that sgn(Y l ) = ǫ and |Y | > δ > 0 on this neighbourhood. Secondly, since σ 0 (1 − |ξ 0 |) + Γ(σ 0 , ξ 0 ) = 1, there exists a neighbourhood of (σ 0 , ξ 0 , z 0 , U 0 ) such that sgn((
on some neighbourhood of (σ 0 , ξ 0 , z 0 , U 0 ). So the image of the intersection of these neighbourhoods is contained inÕ l . Now using the definition of ϕ −1 l we obtain:
and this is a smooth mapping on some neighbourhood of (σ 0 , ξ 0 , z 0 , U 0 , 1).
It remains to show smoothness at points with d = −1. Proceeding exactly as in the previous case one gets:
where this time L = L(σ, ξ, z, U, −1) and
For z t 0 ξ 0 + σ 0 = 0 we obtain:
on some neighbourhood of (σ 0 , ξ 0 , z 0 , U 0 , −1). For z t 0 ξ 0 + σ 0 = 0 the action restricted to some neighbourhood is: 
3. There are the following orbits of A:
Proof: We will use the following:
Lemma 4.5 Letμ : B ∋ (s, y) → |µ(s, y)| ∈ R.
The functionμ extends uniquely to a continous function onB; moreoverH
Proof of the lemma: 1) Uniqueness is obvious. Let f : R×R n ∋ (σ, ξ) → |σ| and let us defineμ k :Õ k −→ R by:μ
It is clear that each of them is a continuous function, so it remains to show thatμ k =μ l onÕ k ∩Õ l , but this is obvious from the definition ofφ k . The second part of this statement is clear.
2) The local representatives ofμ are |µ| on B and f onÕ k , k ≥ 1. It is clear that they are smooth out of the set µ −1 (0) and f −1 (0) i.e. out ofH 0 . Moreoverμ ′ has rank 1 out of the point (1, 0).
1. Now it is clear thatH m is closed except for m = 1. Using the expression for the action (24) one checks that for m ≥ 1 Proof: Let n be even. Consider the atlas onB defined in the previous section. We have:
The derivative of this mapping on D +− is equal:
and its determinant: −(1 − 2|ξ|) −1−n > 0 since n is even and (1 − 2|ξ|) < 0 on D +− . For k = 0 we have:
and derivative:
The determinant is equal to: sgn(1 − |ξ|)(1 + σ(1−|ξ|) Γ )(1 − |ξ|) −n−1 > 0, so this atlas defines an orientation onB.
Let us now consider an odd n. Consider the action of a boost. Its derivative was computed in lemma 3.2. The determinant of the derivative is negative for α(s, y, z, 1) < 0. Since any boost can be joined by a continuous curve with the group identity this proves thatB is non-orientable for an odd n. Proposition 5.2 For n > 2 the fundamental group ofB is Z 2 .
Proof: It is clear thatB is path connected. We will use Seifert-van Kampen theorem. Let us define
are path connected and π 1 (X 1 ) = {e} = π 1 (X 1 ∩ X 2 ). We will use the following lemma (notation was introduced in the beginning of previous section).
Proof: 1. Since B is dense inB the uniqueness is obvious. So we have to prove existence. For k = 1, . . . , n let g k (σ, ξ) be the matrix ofg in coordinates (σ, ξ). Using the formula for ϕ k (25) and its derivative (27) one gets: Since matrix elements are smooth also for |ξ| = 1 this expression gives g k on the whole setÕ k . Using (26) one easily checks that reallyg is well defined i.e. g k 's glue together correctly. It remains to show thatg is in fact metric i.e. we have to check its signature on W (i.e. for |ξ| = 1).
For |ξ| = 1 we have: g k (σ, ξ) = So g k is nondegenerate and has the correct signature.
2. Using formulae for derivative of the action computed in lemma 3.2 one checks that φ * a (g(s, y)) = g(φ a (s, y)) , for a ∈ A , (s, y) ∈ D a i.e. φ * a (g) −g = 0 on D a . But since D a is dense inB and the left hand side is a smooth section of a vector bundle it must be 0 everywhere. 3. Define the coordinates on B : (E, y) := (− log s, y). In this coordinatesg = dE 2 − e 2E (dy 2 1 + . . . dy 2 n ), so locally B is the de Sitter space. Sog has a constant curvature on B, therefore onB.
Finally let us end this paper by giving a more clear description ofB and the action of A. To this end we use appriopriate extension of the mapping (5). Let B 1 := {(E, P ) ∈ R × R n : E 2 − |P | 2 > −1}, W 1 := {(E, P ) ∈ R × R n : E 2 − |P | 2 = −1}/ ∼, where (E, P ) ∼ (−E, −P ), andB 1 := B 1 ∪ W 1 (i.e.B 1 is the interior of one-sheeted hyperboloid, together with the hyperboloid with opposite points identified, of course which hypeboloid we choose is irrelevant). Let the action of A ∋ a = (z, U, d) on R n+1 be defined by: φ 0 (a)(E, P ) = φ 0 (z, U, d)(E, P ) := i.e. the proper Lorentz group acts in the standard way but the action of reflections is modified by the total inversion (E, P ) → (−E, −P ). Then Φ 0 (a, E, P ) := φ 0 (a −1 )(E, P ) is a right action and it is clear that it defines the action onB 1 The proof of the following proposition is straightforward but rather tedious. z). Subtractig (2, 3) from (2, 1) we getz; then (2, 2) gives U . And finally we check thatd,s,ỹ,z,Ũ satisfy equations (2, 1), (1, 1), (1, 2), (1, 3) .
